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SuperB: an overview 
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Ways to New Physics 

Power of intensity: 

Precision measurements in the flavor sector sensitive to NP: interference effects in 

known processes, SM rare or forbidden decays 

NP effects are controlled by NP scale  and effective couplings: measuring the 

coupling  disentangle different NP patterns 
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Flavour Physics: 

shake the Box, listen 

LHC: Open the 

box 



Ways to New Physics 

Power of intensity: 

Precision measurements in the flavor sector sensitive to NP: interference effects in 

known processes, SM rare or forbidden decays 

NP effects are controlled by NP scale  and effective couplings: measuring the 

coupling  disentangle different NP patterns 

With  5 to 10 x 1010 bb, cc,  pairs (50-100 ab-1): 
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LHC finds NP ( ) 

Determine detailed structure of couplings of 

NP  

Look for heavier states 

Study NP flavor structure 

LHC does not find NP ( ) 

Look for indirect NP signals 

Connect them to models 

Exclude regions in parameters space 



The SuperB project 

asymmetric e+e- machine [1] 

CM energies: 

mainly Y(4S) mass 

also runs at (3770), and scan 

between Y(1S) and Y(6S) 

Design luminosity: 1036 cm-2 s-1 @ 4S 

Project status: 

approved in December 2010 

Site chosen in May 2011: Tor Vergata 

Campus close to Rome 

First data in mid-2016 

75 ab-1 @ Y(4S) in 5 years   
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The SuperB detector[2] 
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 magnetic field :  1.5 Tesla 

e- e+ 



The SuperB physics opportunity (other than HQ)[3]  
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B physics   

D physics  

Bs physics  

 physics  



Interplay with other experiments 

High luminosity @ Y(4S), asymmetric beams, good vertex resolution: 

Belle II : 2/3 lumi, starting earlier   

 LHCb : high statistics, dirty environment, some final states hardly or not accessible 

Energy scan: 

BES III : up to 4 GeV  

 Panda : more suitable for narrow states, lower statistics, no bottomonium spettroscopy  

Beam polarization (exploited in  physics): feature of SuperB only 

Some examples: 
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Heavy Quarkonium @ SuperB 
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Exotic charmonium: state of the art 

States below threshold 

well in agreement with 

theory 

Unexpected narrow states 

above DD threshold not 

predicted by theory 

A few examples of 

SuperB reaches for 

X (3872) 

1-- Y family 

charged Z family 
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Exotic charmonium: X(3872) states 

X(3872), where it all began: 

first observed in B  (J/ )K by Belle and confirmed by BaBar et al. 

tetraquark? D*0D0 molecule? 

SuperB with 50 ab-1: 

 3-11 K of fully reconstructed B  X(3872)K events 

detailed study on decay dynamics and line-shape to give possible evidence of non 

qq-composition 
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[4] 



Exotic charmonium: 1-- Y family 

Found @ B factories in Initial State Radiation events (JPC = 1-- ) 

Y(4260) J/  ;  Y(4320), Y(4660) (2S)

- known and understood JPC = 1-- charmonium states already in the game 

- B(Y(4260) DD)/B(Y(4260) J/  )<1 @90%CL 

- (J/ )/ ( (2S) ) small for Y(4320), Y(4660)  and large for Y(4260) 

hybrids? tetraquarks? hadrocharmonium? 

SuperB with 50 ab-1: 

30K events for Y(4260) J/   and 3K events for Y(4320), Y(4660) (2S)

detailed studies of line-shape, partial width ratio,  invariant mass spectra 

possible inclusion of other exclusive decays to charmonium: J/  / 0, (2S) /
0, cJ , J/ , (2S)               
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Exotic charmonium: Z+ states 

The most debated states: seen by Belle, not confirmed by BaBar 

tetraquark?  Z(4430): molecule? threshold effects? 

neutral partners exist? 

SuperB with 50 ab-1: 

100 K – 1.5 M events for B  J/ K, (2S) K, cJ K 

unanbigusly establish Z+ existence and study properties   
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Exotic charmonium: outlooks 

An example: exotic charmonia from B decays 

similar tables for ISR, J/ ,  and  recoil analysis  

Just look at colors! 
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n.b. : not updated to the latest measurements  



Bottomonium: regular states 

incomplete knowledge of below-
threshold states 

b(2S,3S) and 3 D-states not 

observed yet 

b(1S) discovered but poorly known 

need higher statistics from Super 

Flavor Factories to 

complete the spectrum 

make a detailed study of already 
establish states (exclusive decay 
modes, partial widths,…) 

precisely measure  hyperfine 

splitting 
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Bottomonium: exotics states from above-Y(4S) scan 

Exclusive scan performed by BaBar: 

no effects shown 

Exclusive analysis performed by Belle 

evidence for Zb
+ (10610) and Zb

+(10650) 

in (5S) Zb
+ -  (1S,2S,3S) + -  

          hb(1P,2P) + -  

@ SuperB :  

larger statistics to perform inclusive 

analysis 

Y(5S) nature is not yet understood and 

require more data  
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[5] 

[6] 

    combinatoric background 

    combinatoric + non resonant bkg + signal 

+  data  



Light Higgs searches: overview 

Next-to-MSSM: light CP-odd Higgs (A0) [7]  mass is not constrained by LEP (mA0<2mb) 

not accessible to LHC experiments (high pμ cut at trigger level) 

 A0  = mixing of a singlet with MSSM-like Higgs  = A MSSM cos A + A-singlet sin A 

A0 detectable in (2S,3S) A0  

Dominant decay mode  

 depend on A0 mass  

 A0  invisible, 

 μμ, ,  hadrons 

BaBar measurements on 

Y(2S,3S)  A0 [8]: 
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Light Higgs searches: SuperB sensitivity 

Assuming MA0 > 2M , search for a monochromatic photon in  

- Y(2S,3S)  (1S) , Y(1S)   

 4.5% BF, low background contamination  

- Y(2S,3S)  : 

higher BF, larger background from ee   

SuperB : 5  discovery with 1 ab-1 
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[3] 
[9] 



Conclusions 

SuperB will be one of the next generation Super Flavor Factory 

first data on 2016, 75 ab-1 @ (4S) in 5 years 

precision measurements and indirect searches for NP in the flavor sector 

complementary to LHC 

What SuperB will say on Heavy Quarkonia with high statistics and energy 

scans: 

investigate exotic charmonium state properties 

complete observation of regular bottomomium states and investigate higher 

mass states using data from energy scan data 

search for light Higgs in  decays 

+ items not discussed in this talk, i.e.  decays in invisible final states, lepton 

universality in  decays,…   

Study on SuperB reaches with simulation under way  
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Latest news! 

elisa manoni - infn pg http://www.interactions.org/cms/?pid=1031120 
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Unconventional bb and cc states 
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Charmonium and Bottomonium transitions 

E. Eichten, S. Godfrey, H. Mahlke, J. L. Rosner, Rev. Mod. Phys. 80, (2008)  1161-1193.   
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